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R12: Bank Reconciliation through a Case Study 

Introduction  

Objective  

Learn the functional flow with respect to Reconciliation in Oracle Cash Management through a case 

study. 

 

Scope/Out of Scope  

In this white paper we will cover followings:  

a)     Setup tasks pertaining to Reconciliation in Cash management and other related modules. 

 

b)     Functional overview of Bank reconciliation through a case study. 

 

c)     Walk-through on the below topics in the case study: 

     Loading & Importing bank statements 

     Auto-reconciliation 

     Handling Reconciliation Exceptions 

     Manual Reconciliation     

     CE GL Reconciliation Report 

 

This paper does not cover: 

a) Bank account setups not pertaining to reconciliation. 

b) Payables/Receivables setup not pertaining to reconciliation. 

c) CE Security wizard required to access the data of a bank account in a responsibility. 

d) Payment/Receipt creation. 

 

For the purpose of the case study, we will be using the BAI2 bank format. 

Terms Used  

GL – General Ledger 

CM – Cash Management 

OU – Operating Unit 
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Bank Reconciliation  

Functional Overview 

• Bank Reconciliation is a process that explains the difference between the bank balance shown in 

an organization's bank statement as supplied by the bank, and the corresponding amount shown in 

the organization's own accounting records at a particular point in time. 

• Such differences may occur, for example, because 

 A check issued by the organization has not been presented to the bank. 

 A banking transaction, such as a credit received, or a charge made by the bank, has not 

yet been recorded in the organization's books. 

 Either the bank or the organization itself has made an error. 

 

Example of Bank Reconciliation 

Vision Operations cash account has a month end balance of $128,002.  

Outstanding checks as of month end totaled $3,050.  

Deposits in transit totaled $100 at month end.  

The company incorrectly recorded a payment on their books for $125 that correctly cleared the bank for 

$152. The amount was originally posted to miscellaneous expense.  

The bank statement also shows a service charge of $100 on the account.  

The balance per the bank statement is $130,825.  

 

Key points: 

 Balance as per books   $128,002 

 Checks not cleared  $3,050 

 Deposits in transit  $100 

 Incorrect  disbursement in company book  $125 (instead of $152) 

 Service charges in bank statement   $100  

 Balance as per bank statement  $130,825 

In order to explain the difference in balance between books and bank statement, organizations prepare a 

bank reconciliation statement as at the end of a month. 
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A Traditional Bank Reconciliation Statement is prepared as below: 

  Bank Reconciliation Statement as of DD-MON-YYYY   

  

      

  

  Bank Statement Closing Balance   130,825   

  Add: 

    

    

             Deposits in transit      100   

             Service charges (not in books)   100   

             Incorrect disbursement in books   27   

    (152$-125$)         

            131,052   

    

    

    

  Less: 

    

    

             Checks not cleared     3050   

    

    

    

  Adjusted Bank Statement Balance   128,002   

    

    

    

  Cash Account Balance in Books   128,002   

    

    

    

  Difference       0   

                

 

In the example above, the difference between the bank statement closing balance and bank balance as 

shown in company’s books has been explained. 

The company has to prepare any required journal entries or payables or receivables transactions for 

differences that need a correction in company books. 
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Assuming they would pass manual journal entries, below is a snapshot of what they would enter: 

Cash     Debit 27  

Miscellaneous Expense  Credit 27  

(To correct error in recording disbursement)  

Bank Charges Expense   Debit 100  

Cash     Credit 100 

(To record bank charges)  

In a real business scenario, volume of transactions would be significant and this exercise would be 

complex. 

Using Oracle Cash Management, you can automate the way transactions in the application are matched to 

bank statement lines and a final list of unreconciled transactions is arrived at.  

You can also automatically create transactions for bank charges/interest from the bank statement. 

You can finally run a report to explain the difference between the bank statement and book balance as of 

a particular date. 

This particular example would be used for our case study. 
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Setup  

A. Basic Cash Management Setups 

CE System Parameters 

Responsibility: Cash Management 

Navigation: Setup->System->System Parameters 

 

Begin Date: Cash Management will not display transactions dated earlier than this date. 

Show Cleared Transactions: If you select this check box, cleared transactions remain available for 

reconciliation; else only uncleared transactions will appear for reconciliation. 

Show Void Payments: You must select this check box if you want voided payments available for 

reconciliation. 

Allow Adding Lines to Imported Statements: You must select this check box if you want to add lines 

to automatically loaded bank statements. 
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B. Bank Account setups 

Bank Account Controls 

Responsibility: Cash Management/Payables 

Navigation:  Setup->Banks->Bank Accounts 

 

Search for the Bank Account and choose Update Account. We will be using the ‘Global Bank 

Account’ for the Case study discussion today. 

 
 

     Navigate to Account Controls 

 

 

Under General Controls, the Cash Account is assigned. This is the account which is debited / credited for 

bank transactions entered in the subledger and this is the account we look to reconcile in the case study. 
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Reconciliation Controls 

 

 

On the same page, Reconciliation controls are setup. 

 As shown above Payables Matching Order 1 is setup as Transaction and Matching Order 2 is 

setup as Batch. This means when reconciling a statement line, the program first looks for a 

matching transaction, example a payment, if not found, it will move on to check for matching 

payment batch. 

 Float handling is used when reconciling Open Interface/External source transactions. 

 Receivables Matching Order can be setup as Transaction or Batch. 

 Under Foreign Currency Bank region, you can setup the Exchange Rate Type and Date. 

AutoReconciliation selects the exchange rates for the transaction currency using the Exchange 

Rate Type and date source you specify here. 

 Under Manual Reconciliation Tolerances, you can setup the Tolerance Amount and Percentage 

which will be applicable when manually reconciling bank statement lines. 
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Auto Reconciliation Controls 

 

You can also setup AutoReconciliation Controls on the same page.  

 For different sources, you can setup the Tolerance amount and percentage allowed as per your 

business practice.  

 User can also control how AutoReconciliation handles bank discrepancies caused by exchange 

rate fluctuations resulting from foreign currency transactions. 

 Here, tolerance amount of 10 and 1% has been set for payments, meaning a bank statement line 

will be matched /reconciled to a payment even if the amount is different to the extent of the 

tolerance set, the difference would be treated as Charges. 
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C.  Bank Transaction Codes 

 

If you want to load bank statements and use the Auto Reconciliation functionality to automatically 

reconcile bank statements then bank transaction codes need to be setup in the instance. 

Bank transaction codes are used by banks to identify the types of transactions on bank statements. 

Two concurrent programs are available to perform the Bank Transaction Code setup for multiple 

accounts. 

1. Copy Bank Transaction Codes – This copies all the bank transaction codes which are set up for 

one account to a set of destination accounts. Any transaction codes which exist for the destination 

accounts are not over-ridden. 

2. Purge Bank Transaction Codes - This will delete in bulk the bank transaction codes for a set of 

bank accounts. Any transaction codes which are being referenced in statements or statement 

cashflow mappings will not be removed. 

Navigate to Setup->Banks->Bank Transaction Codes 

You should define a bank transaction code for each code that you expect to receive from your bank.  

Payment and Receipt codes may be defined more than once if they apply to transactions from multiple 

sources. 
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1. Enter the transaction code as given by the bank in the bank statement along with the transaction 

type. For e.g. in above case for Payments the code is set to 100. So each line in the bank 

statement which has 100 will indicate that it is a payment. 

2. Enter a Transaction Source for each Code.  

 Choose Journal from the list of values to reconcile statement lines, with the assigned transaction 

code, to General Ledger journals.  

 Choose Payables Payments or Receivables Receipts to reconcile statement lines to transactions in 

Oracle Payables or Oracle Receivables.  

 

3. Enter the Reconciliation Sequence number.  

If the same code with bank transaction type Payment or Receipt is entered more than once with 

different transaction sources this number is used by the AutoReconciliation program to determine 

the order in which to search the transaction sources for a matching transaction.  
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4. If the transaction type is Miscellaneous Receipt or Miscellaneous Payment, use the Matching 

against field to determine the order of matching and the type of transactions to match. 

5. You need to indicate, for miscellaneous payments and miscellaneous receipts, the transaction type 

to match, Misc, Statement or Both. 

6. Choose the correction method your bank uses when correcting bank errors: Reversal, Adjustment, 

or Both. 

 

7. Choose whether to create transactions for any miscellaneous payments and miscellaneous receipts 

reported on the bank statement when no transaction number is provided. 

8. Here we have selected the Create option and specified the Receivables Activity type and payment 

method. These will be used when creating the Misc Payment transaction. 

9. On similar lines, define each additional bank transaction code as required. 
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D. Bank Statement Mapping Template 

 

Navigate to Setup->Banks->Bank Statement Mappings 

 Bank Statement Mapping is needed to load the bank statements in the application. 

 Use the Bank Statement Mappings window to map the structure of your bank statement file to the 

Bank Statement Open Interface tables.  

 You need to define the mapping for each unique file structure.  

 You can create new mapping templates by copying the existing templates if the bank statement 

data file format is different from the seeded templates available. 

 For the purpose of the case study, we will create a new bank statement mapping by copying the 

seeded one to match the bank statement flat file sent by the bank. We have created below a new 

bank statement mapping. If the bank statement data file format matches the seeded BAI2 or 

SWIFT940 mapping template, same can be used for loading the data file.  
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 Under Headers and Lines tab, we have changed the position for some columns to match the bank 

statement line positions. 
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E. Payables Options 

 

Navigate to Payables->Setup->Options->Payables 

 The payables option, ‘Account for Payment’ determines when payment accounting hits the Cash 

Account. 

 For this case study, for Vision Operations OU, we have enabled to account for payment when 

payment is issued and clears. 

 This means, Cash account will be credited only when payment is cleared/reconciled. 
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F. Receivables Setups 

 

Navigate to Receivables->Setup->Receipts->Receipt Classes 

In Receivables, if receipts have to be reconciled before posting them to your cash account in the 

general ledger, Clearance method has to be setup as ‘By Matching’, below are the various 

Clearance Methods:  

 Directly: Choose this method if you do not expect the receipts to be remitted to the bank and 

subsequently cleared. These receipts will be assumed to be cleared at the time of receipt entry and 

will require no further processing. 

 By Automatic Clearing: Choose this method to clear receipts using the Automatic Clearing 

program (Receipts using this method can also be cleared in Oracle Cash Management.)  

 By Matching: Choose this method if you want to clear your receipts manually in Oracle Cash 

Management.  
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Reconciliation in Oracle Cash Management – A Case Study 
 

Overview 

 

 

 

Step 1: Receive Bank Statement 

BAI2 sample Data file used to load into Oracle 

 Here’s a sample data file received from the Global Bank in BAI2 format.  

 File name – TEST2.DAT (This sample file is attached to the Note) 

 Before loading the file, you are required to complete the setup for bank transaction codes and 

bank statement mapping as explained above. 

 Record 03 represents the Header and record 16 represents the lines. 
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Step2: Load and Verify Statement 

A. Load the bank statement in Oracle 

1. In order to load the bank statement, place it in the $CE_TOP/bin/ directory and run the Bank 

Statement Loader program. 

2. Run the concurrent program “Bank Statement Loader” program, important parameters for this 

program is explained below: 

 Process Option –  The below values can be chosen: 

Load 

Load and Import 

Load, Import, and Auto Reconciliation 

 

 Mapping Name – Choose the bank statement mapping created for the bank 

 Data File Name – Specify the data filename 

 Directory Path – Enter the directory path if different from $CE_TOP/bin/ 

 Bank Branch name 

 Bank account number 

 GL Date - This is the default date for all General Ledger journal entries created by Auto 

Reconciliation. The date must be in an open or future-enterable Payables or Receivables 

period. 
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 In this case study we shall submit the loader program with the option Load and Import. 

 We have chosen the bank statement mapping we created earlier and entered the data file name. 

 The Directory path is specified, If none is entered, the Bank Statement Loader program looks for 

the bank statement file in the directory of $CE_TOP/bin. 

 Bank statement loader will spawn below requests: 

o Run SQL*Loader- BAI2 

o Load Bank Statement Data 

o Bank Statement Loader Execution Report 

o Bank Statement Import 

o Bank Statement Import Execution Report 

 

 

 The Bank Statement Loader program runs in two phases. In the first phase, the program uses a 

SQL*Loader script to insert data from the bank statement file into the intermediate table.  

 In the second phase, the Bank Statement Loader program uses a set of mapping rules to transfer 

data from the intermediate table to the Bank Statement Open Interface tables. 

 Finally the Bank Statement Import program validates the information in the Bank Statement 

Open Interface tables and imports the validated bank statement information. 

 Verify the Bank Statement Loader Execution report and Bank Statement Import Execution 

reports to check for exceptions if any during the process of loading and import. 
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Technical Details 

Table details during Load and Import 

Stage 1: SQL Loader will load the contents of the bank Flat file to the temporary table 

CE_STMT_INT_TMP  

This is a temporary table and data from the flat file is inserted into this directly without any validations. 

Run below query to find out the data loaded into the tables for above test case. 

Select * from CE_STMT_INT_TMP; 

Stage 2: Loader moves data from CE_STMT_INT_TMP to: 

CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS_INT -   bank statement details for importing 

CE_STATEMENT_LINES_INTERFACE - bank statement line details for open interface 

Use below queries for the same: 

Select * from CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS_INT where bank_account_num = '123456789' and 

statement_number = '140718'; 

The ce_statement_headers_int stores these information related to the statement.  

Note the record_status_flag which will indicate if the statement has been imported to base tables. The 

different values in the field indicate below: 

Value   Meaning 

-----   ------------- 

  N     New 

  C     Corrected 

  T     Transferred 

  E     Error 

Name Comments 

STATEMENT_NUMBER Statement number 

BANK_ACCOUNT_NUM Bank account number 

STATEMENT_DATE Statement date 

BANK_NAME Bank name 

BANK_BRANCH_NAME Bank branch name 

CONTROL_BEGIN_BALANCE Beginning balance of the bank statement for control purposes 

CONTROL_TOTAL_DR Total payment amount of the bank statement that can be 

compared to the actual payment entry totals for control purposes 

CONTROL_TOTAL_CR Total receipt amount of the bank statement that can be 

compared to the actual receipt entry totals for control purposes 

CONTROL_END_BALANCE Ending balance of the statement for control purpose 

(CONTROL_BEGIN_BALANCE - CONTROL_TOTAL_DR + 

CONTROL_TOTAL_CR) 
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CONTROL_DR_LINE_COUNT Total payment line count of the statement that can be compared 

to the actual number of payments entered for control purposes 

CONTROL_CR_LINE_COUNT Total receipt line count of the statement that can be compared to 

the actual number of receipts entered for control purposes 

CONTROL_LINE_COUNT Total line count of the statement that can be compared to the 

actual number of lines entered for control purposes 

RECORD_STATUS_FLAG Statement upload status 

Value   Meaning 

-----   ------------- 

  N     New 

  C     Corrected 

  T     Transferred 

  E     Error 

CURRENCY_CODE Bank statement currency code 

CHECK_DIGITS Holds any check digits that result from bank account number 

validation in FBS 

CASHFLOW_BALANCE Cashflow Balance 

INT_CALC_BALANCE Interest Calculated Balance 

INTRA_DAY_FLAG Flag to indicate whether this statement is an Intra-Day statement 

or not 

ONE_DAY_FLOAT One-day float balance 

TWO_DAY_FLOAT Two-day float balance 

AVERAGE_CLOSE_LEDGER_MTD Average closing ledger month to date balance 

AVERAGE_CLOSE_LEDGER_YTD Average closing ledger year to date balance 

AVERAGE_CLOSE_AVAILABLE_MTD Average closing available month to date balance 

AVERAGE_CLOSE_AVAILABLE_YTD Average closing available year to date balance 

SUBSIDIARY_FLAG Flag to indicate whether this is a subsidiary bank account 

statement 

 

Select * from CE_STATEMENT_LINES_INTERFACE where bank_account_num = '123456789' and 

statement_number = '140718'; 

Fields and description are given below: 

Name Comments 

BANK_ACCOUNT_NUM Bank account number 

STATEMENT_NUMBER Statement number 

LINE_NUMBER Statement line number 

TRX_DATE Line transaction date, used to update AP check's cleared date and 

AR receipt's cleared date if EFFECTIVE_DATE is null 

TRX_CODE Bank transaction code 

EFFECTIVE_DATE Statement line effective date, used to update AR receipt's clearing 

date 

TRX_TEXT Statement line description 
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INVOICE_TEXT Invoice number for finding available transactions by invoice 

numbers 

BANK_ACCOUNT_TEXT Supplier/customer bank account number for finding available 

transactions by supplier/customer bank account numbers 

AMOUNT Statement line amount 

CURRENCY_CODE Statement line currency code 

USER_EXCHANGE_RATE_TYPE Currency conversion rate type 

EXCHANGE_RATE_DATE Statement line effective date, used to update AR receipt's clearing 

date 

EXCHANGE_RATE Currency conversion rate 

ORIGINAL_AMOUNT Statement line amount in currency code 

CHARGES_AMOUNT Bank charges amount 

BANK_TRX_NUMBER Transaction number that identifies the transaction to be matched 

against the statement line 

CUSTOMER_TEXT Customer number for finding available transactions by customer 

numbers 

 

B. View the imported statements in Oracle 

1. To view the imported bank statement: 

Navigate to Cash Management > Bank Statements > Bank statements and Reconciliation 

Search with Statement number/Account number and click on Find 
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2. Click on Review to see the bank statement details 

 

 

3. View the bank statement header information. 

4. Click on Lines to see the details of statement lines. 
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5. View the bank statement lines imported.  

 

6. You can see the bank statement lines imported with the transaction code and transaction number 

populated. 

7. Review the Reference tab to check additional details for the bank statement line, like 

Supplier/Customer name and Invoice/Transaction number. If the Transaction number is not 

provided in the bank statement line, these will be used as matching criteria during 

autoreconciliation. 
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Technical Details 

1. The bank statement data is stored into below tables after importing them. 

       CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS - table stores bank statement header information 

       CE_STATEMENT_LINES – table stores the bank statement lines information. 

2. The fields and description in Table CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS are given below: 

Select * from CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS where statement_number = '140718'; 

       The AUTO_LOADED_FLAG indicates if the statement is loaded via the interface tables or not. 

Name Comments 

STATEMENT_HEADER_ID Statement header identifier 

BANK_ACCOUNT_ID Bank account identifier 

STATEMENT_NUMBER Statement number 

STATEMENT_DATE Statement date 

AUTO_LOADED_FLAG Flag to indicate whether the statement was loaded automatically 

via open interface, Y or N 

GL_DATE Date used for GL accounting entries generated during the 

reconciliation process 

CONTROL_BEGIN_BALANCE Beginning balance of the bank statement for control purpose 

CONTROL_TOTAL_DR Total payment amount of the bank statement that can be compared 

to the actual payment entry totals for control purpose 

CONTROL_TOTAL_CR Total receipt amount of the bank statement that can be compared 

to the actual receipt entry totals for control purpose 

CONTROL_END_BALANCE Ending balance of the statement for control purpose 

(CONTROL_BEGIN_BALANCE - CONTROL_TOTAL_DR + 

CONTROL_TOTAL_CR) 

CONTROL_DR_LINE_COUNT Total payment line count of the statement that can be compared to 

the actual number of payments entered for control purposes 

CONTROL_CR_LINE_COUNT Total receipt line count of the statement that can be compared to 

the actual number of receipts entered for control purposes 

CURRENCY_CODE Bank statement currency code 

STATEMENT_COMPLETE_FLAG Flag to indicate whether the statement is complete or not, Y or N 

DOC_SEQUENCE_ID Document sequence identifier 

DOC_SEQUENCE_VALUE Document number 

CHECK_DIGITS Holds any check digits that result from bank account number 

validation in FBS 

CASHFLOW_BALANCE Cashflow Balance 

INT_CALC_BALANCE Interest Calculated Balance 

ONE_DAY_FLOAT One-day float balance 

TWO_DAY_FLOAT Two-day float balance 
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3. Before the statement lines are reconciled the STATUS field in CE_STATEMENT_LINES would 

be populated as UNRECONCILED. 

 
4. Fields and description in Table CE_STATEMENT_LINES are given below: 

Select * from CE_STATEMENT_LINES where statement_header_id in (select statement_header_id 

from CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS where statement_num = '140718'); 

 

Name Comments 

STATEMENT_LINE_ID System-assigned statement line identifier 

STATEMENT_HEADER_ID Statement header identifier 

LINE_NUMBER Statement line number 

TRX_DATE Line transaction date, used to update AP check's cleared date 

and AR receipt's cleared date if EFFECTIVE_DATE is null 

TRX_TYPE Transaction type, lookup type BANK_TRX_TYPE 

AMOUNT Statement line amount 

STATUS Statement line status – Reconciled/Unreconciled 

TRX_CODE_ID Bank transaction code identifier 

EFFECTIVE_DATE Statement line effective date, used to update AR receipt's 

clearing date 

BANK_TRX_NUMBER Transaction number that identifies the transaction to be 

matched against the statement line 

TRX_TEXT Statement line description 

CUSTOMER_TEXT Customer number for finding available transactions by 

customer numbers 

INVOICE_TEXT Invoice number for finding available transactions by invoice 

number 

BANK_ACCOUNT_TEXT Supplier/customer bank account number for finding available 

transactions by supplier/customer numbers 

CURRENCY_CODE Statement line currency code 

EXCHANGE_RATE_TYPE Currency conversion rate type 

EXCHANGE_RATE Currency conversion rate 

EXCHANGE_RATE_DATE Date used in determining the currency exchange rate 

ORIGINAL_AMOUNT Statement line amount in currency code 

CHARGES_AMOUNT Bank charges amount 

RECONCILE_TO_STATEMENT_FLAG Flag to indicate whether this statement line is reconciled to 

another statement line, Y or Null 

JE_STATUS_FLAG Flag to indicate the status of the journal entry for this 

statement line. (C-JE Created S-Success E-Error) 

ACCOUNTING_DATE The accounting date as entered in the JE that is created by the 

statement line 

GL_ACCOUNT_CCID The CCID of the GL account for which this statement line 

has created a journal entry 
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REFERENCE_TXT The reference string as populated for the JE. 

TRX_CODE Transaction Code 

CASHFLOW_ID Cashflow Identifier 

 

Step 3: Perform Reconciliation 

1. Review Transactions available for Reconciliation 

 Before beginning the reconciliation process user can run the Transactions available for 

reconciliation report. 

 This report shows all transactions available for reconciliation for a specific bank account.  

 The mandatory parameters to run the report are: 

Transaction Type: Indicates the types of transactions, such as payments, that you want to include 

on the report.  

Bank Account Number: Specify the bank account number 

Order By: Choose to sort the report by amount or date. 

 

 The report will shows all the transactions available for reconciliation from different sources like: 

Payables, Receivables, and Payroll etc. 
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 Review Transactions Available for Reconciliation Report Output. The report output lists 

transaction in various sections like the following: 

Available Journal entry lines 

Available receipts  

Available payments 

Unreconciled Statement Lines 
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2. Auto Reconciliation 

a. Submit Auto Reconciliation. 

Submit the Auto Reconciliation program to reconcile transactions with Payables/Receivables 

automatically. 

The parameters for this program are: 

Bank Branch name: Enter the Bank Branch for the statements that you want to reconcile.  

 

Bank Account number: Enter the Bank Account Number for the statement that you want to 

reconcile. If you do not enter a bank account number, you reconcile statements for the entire bank 

branch. 

 

Statement Number From: The beginning statement number in the range of statements to be 

reconciled. 

 

Statement Number To: The ending statement number in the range. 

 

GL Date: (Required): This is the default date for all General Ledger journal entries generated by 

the Auto Reconciliation program. The date must be in an open or future-enterable Payables or 

Receivables period. 

 

Organization: Select an Organization or leave blank to reconcile transactions from all 

organizations. 

 

Receivable Activity and Payment Method: Select a Receivable Activity and Payment Method to 

create Miscellaneous Receipts for differences that AutoReconciliation encounters when matching 

remittance batches or NSF transactions within tolerances. 

 

NSF Handling: Specify how to handle any NSF or rejected receipts that are in your bank 

statement.  
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 Auto reconciliation, spawns the Auto reconciliation execution report, which can be reviewed for 

reconciliation errors. This is discussed in subsequent pages. 

 

 Auto reconciliation uses specific criteria to find for matching transactions in specific source 

attached the bank transaction code and reconciles the statement lines. If matching criteria are not 

met, the statement line remains unmatched. 

. 

 AutoReconciliation program fully matches transactions against bank statement lines if the 

transactions meet specific criteria. Discussed below are some matching criteria for few source 

transactions: 

 

Matching Criteria for Payables Transactions: 

 

For detail payment transactions, the matching sequence searches in the following order: 

 Payment Number 

 Invoice Number and Supplier Bank Account 

 Invoice Number and Supplier Name   

    And  

 The transaction amount is within the reconciliation tolerance. 

 

Matching Criteria for Receivables Transactions 

 

For detail remittance transactions, NSF (Non-Sufficient Funds) and rejected transactions, the 

matching sequence searches in the following order: 

 Receipt Number 

 Invoice Number and Customer Bank Account Number 

 Invoice Number and Customer Name  

      And 

 Transaction amount is within the Reconciliation tolerance. 
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Matching Criteria for General Ledger Journals 

 

AutoReconciliation program matches open interface transactions if the transactions meet one of 

the following criteria: 

 The Transaction Number matches the statement line Transaction Number, and the 

transaction amount is within the reconciliation tolerance. 

 The transaction date and amount are the same as the bank statement line date and amount.  

 

 

Matching Criteria for Cash Management Cashflows 

 

The Cash Management AutoReconciliation program fully matches Cash Management 

Cashflow transactions in the following sequence: 

 Statement Line ID (for transfers created through the sweep transactions program or 

transactions created from bank statement lines) 

 Bank Reference Number, Date, and Amount 

 Agent Bank Account, Date, and Amount 

Note: The transaction amount must be within the reconciliation tolerance. 

 

For matching criteria for other source transactions, please refer to the Oracle Cash Management 

Users Guide. 

 

b. Review the statement lines and reconciled items. 

Navigate to Bank Statement Lines 

Cash Management > Bank Statements  

Query the bank statement number and click on Lines 
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You can see that Auto Reconciliation has reconciled most of the lines. For example: 

 Line number 1 had a matching payment in Payables with same amount or amount within the 

tolerance. 

 Line number 10, though does not carry a transaction number, had a matching receipt in 

Receivables with same Invoice number and customer name and hence has been reconciled. 

There are some lines which are still unreconciled, let’s review the exceptions for them and see 

how to resolve. 

 

c. Review & Resolve exceptions in AutoReconciliation Execution Report  

Below is a snapshot of the Auto-reconciliation execution report. 

 

 

There are 3 lines which have failed in the reconciliation process. Let’s now see how to go about       

resolving these exceptions. 
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1. Line no 3 - Statement line amount is not within the tolerance range. No matching payment batch. 

 

 As per the Transactions available for reconciliation report, there is a matching payment with the 

same payment number as the statement line transaction number 100004. 

 

 The payment amount for check 100004 as per the Transaction available for reconciliation report 

is 22755. However the bank statement line amount is 22980.  

 Let’s check the Auto reconciliation Tolerance setup for the bank account. 

 

Tolerance amount is set as amount 10 and tolerance % as 1 
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 The amount within tolerance limits would be 22765 (22755+10). Since the difference exceeded 

the tolerance amount, Auto-reconciliation failed.  

  You can either modify the tolerance and run auto reconciliation again or perform manual 

reconciliation. We shall perform the manual reconciliation for this statement line which is 

discussed in a subsequent section. 

 

Let’s now review the next exception in Auto Reconciliation. 

2. Line 8 - “No matching journal entry”  

 

 Query the journal from GL responsibility matching the statement line description       

 Navigation: General Ledger > Journals > Query the journal batch and click on Journal 
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 The amount shown in GL is 125 which are not matching with the statement line of amount 152; 

this is a case of incorrect entry in company books. 

 Let’s reverse the incorrect journal. 
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 And create a new journal for correct amount. 

 

 You can now manually reconcile the statement line with this journal or run the Auto 

reconciliation again to reconcile the transaction. 

  Let’s review the next exception in the Autoreconciliation report. 

3. Line no 11 Misc Payment: Payment method for the bank account is invalid 

 

 Let’s review the payment method setup 
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 Review the Bank Transaction Code setup and note the Receipt Method 

Navigation: Cash Management > Setup > Banks > Bank Transaction codes 

 

Receivables Responsibility: Setup: Receipts: Receipt Class 

 

 The effective date on the Payment method as per the setup is 18-Jul-2014 

 However the bank statement date was 10-Jul-2014 

 Hence reconciliation was unable to find the valid payment method 

 Let’s change the effective date on the Payment method to 01-Jun-2014 to fall before the 

statement date and run Autoreconciliation.  
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d. Perform Manual Reconciliation 

This section covers steps on how to do the manual reconciliation in Cash Management. This can 

be used for cases where there are one-off errors in Auto reconciliation due to which transactions 

did not get auto reconciled. 

Navigate to Bank Statement Lines 

Cash Management > Bank Statements  

 Query the bank statement number and click on Lines 

 

 Choose the bank statement line with status, Unreconciled, click on Available to search 

for detail or batch transactions that are available for reconciliation. 
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 Find for available payments. Enter the search criteria in the Find Available window; here 

we are looking for AP check payment with number 100004 which had failed auto 

reconciliation earlier. 

 

 Review the available payment. 
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 Select the check box for the relevant payment. 

 

 

 Change the amount Cleared to match the bank statement line amount. 
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 Go to the exchange tab and note that the difference in the payment amount and bank 

statement line amount would appear as the bank charges. 

 Click on reconcile. 

 Note that Amount Reconciled and the Amount Remaining changes. 

 

 

 The bank statement line now shows the status as “Reconciled” 
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e. Rerun Auto Reconciliation. 

Now that all the autoreconcilation errors are actioned, users can submit the Autoreconciliation again. 

 

 

f. Review Auto Reconciliation Execution Report. 

Review the report output. As shown there are no errors in the Auto reconciliation report which means 

all the statement lines are reconciled. 

 

A miscellaneous payment has also been created for USD 100 which is the bank charges created based 

on the payment activity setup in bank transaction codes. 
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g. Review Bank Statement Lines 

Note that all the lines are now reconciled. 
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Technical Details 

1. Before the statement lines are reconciled the status field in CE_STATEMENT_LINES would be 

populated as UNRECONCILED. 

 

2. After reconciliation (manual or auto reconciliation) the status field in 

CE_STATEMENT_LINES would be RECONCILED. 

 

3. On reconciliation, data is inserted in CE_STATEMENT_RECONCILS_ALL. This table stores 

the data related to reconciliation like the check_id/cash_receipt_history_id/je line num to which 

the line was reconciled. 

 

4. Let’s use below query to find out the reconciliation data for the test case: 

 

Select * from CE_STATEMENT_RECONCILS_ALL where statement_line_id in (select 

statement_line_id from CE_STATEMENT_LINES where statement_header_id in (select 

statement_header_id from CE_STATEMENT_HEADERS where statement_num = ‘140718’)); 

5. Some important fields and description of fields in this table are given. STATUS_FLAG & 

CURRENT_RECORD_FLAG should be read together to understand if the statement line or 

reference document is reconciled or not. 

Name Comments 

STATEMENT_LINE_ID Statement line identifier 

REFERENCE_TYPE Specifies transaction type to be matched, either PAYMENT, 

RECEIPT, JE_LINE, or STATEMENT 

REFERENCE_ID Reference identifier; AP_CHECKS_ALL.check_id, 

AR_CASH_RECEIPT_HISTORY_ALL.cash_receipt_history_id, 

GL_JE_LINES.je_line_num, or 

CE_STATEMENT_LINES.statement_line_id 

JE_HEADER_ID Journal entry header identifier 

ORG_ID Organization identifier 

REFERENCE_STATUS Latest status of the referenced transaction 

STATUS_FLAG Reconciliation status flag, M for matched or U for unmatched 

CURRENT_RECORD_FLAG Flag to indicate whether this record is for the latest reconciliation 

action or not, Y or N 

AUTO_RECONCILED_FLAG Flag to indicate whether the reconciliation action was performed by an 

Autoreconciliation process or not, Y or N 

AMOUNT Actual reconciled amount for the statement line 

LEGAL_ENTITY_ID Legal Entity Identifier 
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Step 4: Review Results & Account for Reconciliation 

 

a. Run the Transactions Available for Reconciliation report 

 Run Transactions Available for Reconciliation Report to review unreconciled 

transactions 

 

 The report output will show deposits in transit or check payments not cleared etc. 

 

 As you can see for the Global bank there are some unreconciled receipts and 

payments. 

 

 There is an unreconciled journal entry also which was reversed and can be ignored. 
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b. Account for Reconciliation 

 Now account for the reconciled transactions so that the cash account reflects the correct balance 

in books. 

 Submit Create accounting program from Receivables responsibility to account for all the 

receivables transactions. 
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 Review Create accounting output and ensure there are no exceptions. 

 

 

 Ensure there are no errors. 

 Similarly submit Create accounting program from Payables Responsibility to do the accounting 

for all the payables transactions.  
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 Review Create accounting output and ensure there are no exceptions for payments for the bank 

account. 

 

Step 5: Run GL Reconciliation Report 

GL Reconciliation Report 

 Use this report to reconcile the General Ledger cash account balance to the bank statement 

closing balance and to identify any discrepancies in your cash position.  

 The General Ledger cash account should pertain to only one bank account. 

 To ensure that this report is accurate, user must first perform the following tasks: 

• Reconcile all statements in Cash Management. 

• Transfer journal entry transactions from Oracle Payables, Oracle Receivables and other 

sub-ledgers to GL. 

• Post journals in GL. 

Submit GL Reconciliation Report 

Parameters are: 

 Bank account Number: This is a mandatory parameter. Here we are submitting the request for 

Global bank acct and July-14 Period 

 Period Name: Enter period name for which you want to reconcile the balance with GL 

 Closing Balance: The closing balance as per bank statement has to be entered 

 Report Type: Chose Detail or Summary  
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Review GL Reconciliation Report Output 

 

The report summary shows: 

 Bank statement closing balance as entered in the parameters which is nothing but the bank 

balance as per bank books 

 Add or deduct unreconciled transactions or errors to arrive at an Adjusted Bank Statement 

Balance 

 The difference between General Ledger Cash account balance and the Adjusted Bank Statement 

Balance is finally zero. This indicates that the difference in 2 balances is explained and thus bank 

reconciliation is done. 

 In the detail section of the report output you can review the unreconciled transactions. 

 As you can see the same payments/receipts which appear in Transactions Available for 

Reconciliation report are shown here. 
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